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like its companion the corporate director s guidebook this new title covers
topics in plain english so the principles are easily understood by nonlawyers
as legislatures have come to recognize the distinct needs of closely held
corporations the law in this area has become unique the law of closely held
corporations encompasses all of the major transactional and litigation issues
that practitioners are likely to face covering relevant federal and state
laws and regulations this resource gives you insights into successful
business structures that help avoid conflict down the road and it gives you
everything you need to successfully resolve conflict if it does arise
providing the materials you need to find practical answers to sometimes
thorny questions this new resource delivers current treatment of all aspects
of close corporation law including expert insights into the latest
developments includes coverage of relevant close corporation cases and
statutes at both the federal and state levels focuses on the unique
transactional and litigation issues of a close corporation covers basic and
sophisticated close corporation issues offers concrete guidance and to common
and uncommon questions includes detailed transactional forms and litigation
pleadings over 50 key forms on cd rom rather than using one source for legal
analysis and another source or sources for forms now you can rely on the one
comprehensive resource that includes analysis and forms with clear cross
references between them the law of closely held corporations is your
comprehensive guidebook for navigating the unique and often complicated
situations that arise within closely held corporations including the role of
fiduciary duty breaches of fiduciary duty dissension and oppression in the
closely held corporation remedies for dissension valuing assets and
quantifying buyout handling litigation includes a consolidated collection of
relevant case law derivative suits and much more intended to give guidance to
entrepreneurs or owners of corporations regarding certain aspects and
problems of corporate existence includes the capital structure of the
corporation compensation of executives taxation of the corporation and its
shareholders rights of minority shareholders buying and selling of a
corporation s stock or assets and the public and private offering of stock
and other corporate securities noted author robert hamilton provides a clear
and concise guide to the most basic forms of business organizations this
brief paperback reference covers unincorporated businesses and closely held
corporations the very entities your students are most likely to handle in
practice business organizations contains 14 chapters divided into three major
sections the unincorporated business a solid introduction to the entities
including agency proprietorships general partnerships limited partnerships
limited liability companies and limited liability partnerships the
corporation three chapters address organization and management of close
corporations financial aspects of closely held corporations and the limits of
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limited liability and corporateness financial tools of the trade explains
cash flows income and leverage generally accepted accounting principles how
to read and use financial statements and valuation of an ongoing business
with its tight focus on essentials business organizations avoids superfluous
detail an extensive glossary of terms defines all key phrases in the book
students who need a manageable overview of the terms and concepts they will
encounter in practice can depend on professor hamilton s indispensable
paperback a closely held firm is not a smaller version of a large public firm
anymore than a child is a miniature adult recognizing that value comes from
the ability to generate future cash flows this book emphasizes the
differences between the large and small firms when presenting the concepts to
value the closely held firm the corporation in perspective unincorporated
business forms formation of corporations limited role of ultra vires
preincorporation transactions piercing the corporate veil and related
problems financing the corporation distribution of powers within a
corporation special problems shares and shareholders directors officers
closely held corporation publicly held corporation duties of directors
shareholders and officers indemnification and insurance shareholder s suits
class action suits dividends distributions and redemptions inspection of
books and records organic changes amendments mergers and dissolution this
book is the result of a project sponsored by ceradi luiss guido carli rome
and by the brooklyn law school center for the study of international business
law the guidebook replaces managing closely held corporations a legal
guidebook published in 2003 given the time lapse this new edition is
thoroughly updated with new added topics that have emerged in the last two
decades prepared by the corporate laws committee the guidebook provides basic
concepts of a closely held corporation and identifies the characteristics
that are fundamentally different from publicly held businesses unique from
other resources on the subject the guidebook covers the special concerns and
challenges involved in closely held corporations legal concerns of directors
officers and shareholders as they hold a much greater congruency of decision
making and risk taking in a closely held corporation the law of corporate
governance the legal rules relating to the respective powers and duties of
directors officers and shareholders the articles of incorporation and bylaws
of the corporation the importance and flexibility of private ordering to
address the bespoke nature of many closely held corporate governance
structures including the use of particular provisions in the governing
documents to alter the statutory default rules for corporate governance
mergers asset sales and entity changes buy sell agreements and transfer
restrictions corporate record keeping requirements and directors rights with
respect to a corporation s books and records and more this book was published
on 6 16 2023 this looseleaf work is a guide to creating optimum tax
strategies for buying selling corporate businesses many options including
stock purchase versus asset purchase present payment or deffered payment
options other transaction techniques are covered in the work this casebook
covers the law of closely held businesses those with few owners such
businesses face special problems when compared for example to large publicly
held corporations the book primarily covers four legal areas through cases
statutes and original informational notes and commentary 1 agency law
covering questions of authority fiduciary duties and respondeat superior 2
partnership law the revised uniform partnership act and significant common
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law developments 3 the law of close corporations basic corporate structure
common law underpinnings and modern statutes and protections of minority
interests and 4 the law of limited liability companies llcs the book also
introduces some problems in the law of small nonprofit organizations and of
hybrid companies such as the low profit llcs that have been authorized by
recent statutes the book is intended for use in modern versions of the agency
and partnership course courses on unincorporated or closely held businesses
and the first part of integrated business organizations sequences of courses
it adopts a functionalist approach to law and introduces students to economic
reasoning in business law without relying exclusively on the methods or
ideologies of legal economists this book is designed to assist students with
clear comprehensive treatment of key concepts in corporate law significant
business economic policy issues are highlighted in connection with a thorough
analysis of the important cases statutory provisions used in the study of
corporations it includes the major theoretical approaches used in current
corporate law literature in each chapter the authors identify important
policies discuss the relationship of the law as it has developed to those
policies statutory issues are covered under both the general corporation law
of the state of delaware the revised model business corporation act this book
is designed to be used with all of the major corporate law casebooks
published in 1998
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Managing Closely Held Corporations
2003

like its companion the corporate director s guidebook this new title covers
topics in plain english so the principles are easily understood by nonlawyers

Closely Held Corporations in Business and Estate
Planning
1982

as legislatures have come to recognize the distinct needs of closely held
corporations the law in this area has become unique the law of closely held
corporations encompasses all of the major transactional and litigation issues
that practitioners are likely to face covering relevant federal and state
laws and regulations this resource gives you insights into successful
business structures that help avoid conflict down the road and it gives you
everything you need to successfully resolve conflict if it does arise
providing the materials you need to find practical answers to sometimes
thorny questions this new resource delivers current treatment of all aspects
of close corporation law including expert insights into the latest
developments includes coverage of relevant close corporation cases and
statutes at both the federal and state levels focuses on the unique
transactional and litigation issues of a close corporation covers basic and
sophisticated close corporation issues offers concrete guidance and to common
and uncommon questions includes detailed transactional forms and litigation
pleadings over 50 key forms on cd rom rather than using one source for legal
analysis and another source or sources for forms now you can rely on the one
comprehensive resource that includes analysis and forms with clear cross
references between them the law of closely held corporations is your
comprehensive guidebook for navigating the unique and often complicated
situations that arise within closely held corporations including the role of
fiduciary duty breaches of fiduciary duty dissension and oppression in the
closely held corporation remedies for dissension valuing assets and
quantifying buyout handling litigation includes a consolidated collection of
relevant case law derivative suits and much more

Taxation of the Closely Held Corporation
1976

intended to give guidance to entrepreneurs or owners of corporations
regarding certain aspects and problems of corporate existence includes the
capital structure of the corporation compensation of executives taxation of
the corporation and its shareholders rights of minority shareholders buying
and selling of a corporation s stock or assets and the public and private
offering of stock and other corporate securities
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The Law of Closely Held Corporations
2009

noted author robert hamilton provides a clear and concise guide to the most
basic forms of business organizations this brief paperback reference covers
unincorporated businesses and closely held corporations the very entities
your students are most likely to handle in practice business organizations
contains 14 chapters divided into three major sections the unincorporated
business a solid introduction to the entities including agency
proprietorships general partnerships limited partnerships limited liability
companies and limited liability partnerships the corporation three chapters
address organization and management of close corporations financial aspects
of closely held corporations and the limits of limited liability and
corporateness financial tools of the trade explains cash flows income and
leverage generally accepted accounting principles how to read and use
financial statements and valuation of an ongoing business with its tight
focus on essentials business organizations avoids superfluous detail an
extensive glossary of terms defines all key phrases in the book students who
need a manageable overview of the terms and concepts they will encounter in
practice can depend on professor hamilton s indispensable paperback

Closely Held Corporations
2018

a closely held firm is not a smaller version of a large public firm anymore
than a child is a miniature adult recognizing that value comes from the
ability to generate future cash flows this book emphasizes the differences
between the large and small firms when presenting the concepts to value the
closely held firm

Corporate and Tax Aspects of Closely Held
Corporations
1981

the corporation in perspective unincorporated business forms formation of
corporations limited role of ultra vires preincorporation transactions
piercing the corporate veil and related problems financing the corporation
distribution of powers within a corporation special problems shares and
shareholders directors officers closely held corporation publicly held
corporation duties of directors shareholders and officers indemnification and
insurance shareholder s suits class action suits dividends distributions and
redemptions inspection of books and records organic changes amendments
mergers and dissolution
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Managing and Operating A Closely Held Corporation
1991-04-08

this book is the result of a project sponsored by ceradi luiss guido carli
rome and by the brooklyn law school center for the study of international
business law

Administering the Closely Held Company
1980

the guidebook replaces managing closely held corporations a legal guidebook
published in 2003 given the time lapse this new edition is thoroughly updated
with new added topics that have emerged in the last two decades prepared by
the corporate laws committee the guidebook provides basic concepts of a
closely held corporation and identifies the characteristics that are
fundamentally different from publicly held businesses unique from other
resources on the subject the guidebook covers the special concerns and
challenges involved in closely held corporations legal concerns of directors
officers and shareholders as they hold a much greater congruency of decision
making and risk taking in a closely held corporation the law of corporate
governance the legal rules relating to the respective powers and duties of
directors officers and shareholders the articles of incorporation and bylaws
of the corporation the importance and flexibility of private ordering to
address the bespoke nature of many closely held corporate governance
structures including the use of particular provisions in the governing
documents to alter the statutory default rules for corporate governance
mergers asset sales and entity changes buy sell agreements and transfer
restrictions corporate record keeping requirements and directors rights with
respect to a corporation s books and records and more this book was published
on 6 16 2023

Business Organizations
1996

this looseleaf work is a guide to creating optimum tax strategies for buying
selling corporate businesses many options including stock purchase versus
asset purchase present payment or deffered payment options other transaction
techniques are covered in the work

Valuing the Closely Held Firm
2007-11-26

this casebook covers the law of closely held businesses those with few owners
such businesses face special problems when compared for example to large
publicly held corporations the book primarily covers four legal areas through
cases statutes and original informational notes and commentary 1 agency law
covering questions of authority fiduciary duties and respondeat superior 2
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partnership law the revised uniform partnership act and significant common
law developments 3 the law of close corporations basic corporate structure
common law underpinnings and modern statutes and protections of minority
interests and 4 the law of limited liability companies llcs the book also
introduces some problems in the law of small nonprofit organizations and of
hybrid companies such as the low profit llcs that have been authorized by
recent statutes the book is intended for use in modern versions of the agency
and partnership course courses on unincorporated or closely held businesses
and the first part of integrated business organizations sequences of courses
it adopts a functionalist approach to law and introduces students to economic
reasoning in business law without relying exclusively on the methods or
ideologies of legal economists

The Law of Corporations in a Nutshell
2000

this book is designed to assist students with clear comprehensive treatment
of key concepts in corporate law significant business economic policy issues
are highlighted in connection with a thorough analysis of the important cases
statutory provisions used in the study of corporations it includes the major
theoretical approaches used in current corporate law literature in each
chapter the authors identify important policies discuss the relationship of
the law as it has developed to those policies statutory issues are covered
under both the general corporation law of the state of delaware the revised
model business corporation act this book is designed to be used with all of
the major corporate law casebooks published in 1998

Corporate and Tax Aspects of Closely Held
Corporations
1974

Closely Held Corporations
1971

Closely Held Corporations in Michigan
1973

The Closely Held Corporation Tax Answer Book
1983
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Taxation of the Closely Held Corporation
1987

Financial Opportunities for the Closely Held
Corporation and Its Executives
1979-01-01

The Legal Basis of Corporate Governance in Publicly
Held Corporations:A Comparative Approach
1998-10-30

How to Buy Or Sell the Closely Held Corporation
1987-01-01

How to Take Money Out of a Closely-held Corporation
1971

Legal Guidebook for Closely Held Corporations
2024-04-30

Corporate and Tax Aspects of Closely Held
Corporations
1980

Hidden Power - The Closely Held Corporation
1987-07-01

Taxation of the Closely Held Corporation
1986
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Taking Cash Out of the Closely-held Corporation
1983

Tax Aspects of Forming and Operating Closely Held
Corporations
1992-01-01

Closely Held Organizations
2014

Closely Held Corporations in Business and Estate
Planning
1992

The Closely Held Corporation Tax Workbook
1989-01-01

Desk Book for Setting Up a Closely Held Corporation
1985

The ERC Closely-held Corporation Guide
1981-01-01

Closely Held Corporations
1977

The Closely Held Corporation Desk Book
1985
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Preventing and Handling Trouble in Closely Held
Corporations
1989

Tax Planning Techniques for the Closely Held
Corporation
1985

Understanding Corporate Law
1999

ERC Closely-Held Corporation Guide
1981-01-01

IRS Closely Held Corporations Handbook
1986-01-01

1986 Supplement to Corporate Tax Aspects of Closely
Held Corporations
1989

Closely Held Corporations in Business and Estate
Planning
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